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The Golden Goose
The myth revisited

Joseph is a sales representative in a small 
suburban SME. His life boils down to: car - work 
- car - dinner with a woman who no longer 
loves him - sleep.

And there is no sign that things will change for 
him. Until one day when, by some miracle, he 
begins to lay... gold

10 x 26’ | 2021 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: OR DE LUI 
Broadcast on France.tv
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Access

A losing strength TV show recruits the famous 
YouTuber Yanis, aged 26, to try and recover. 
With no experience at all, he will have to face 
the  skepticism  of  his  new  colleagues  and  
take  a  look  behind  the  
scenes, to discover the real life of an artist, for 
better or for worse.

20 x 26’ | 2018 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: ACCESS
Broadcast on C8 

Be someone... or go back to square one.
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Camera Cafe

More than just a TV show, this office board 
comedy series has become a reference in 
the short comedy genre. Caméra Café is still 
attracting new fans worldwide and its clever 
satire and quirky characters get more familiar 
to viewers every day. Already number 1 comedy 
show in France and 
highest rating primetime show on TV channel 
M6, Caméra Café has yet much more to offer.

Seen through the unusual lens of a coffee 
machine, a small team of stereotypical office 
staff come together to recount with great 
humour events going on in their everyday lives. 

7 seasons | 591 x 3’30’’ | 2001 - 2004

ORIGINAL TITLE: CAMÉRA CAFÉ
Broadcast on M6
1100 episodes produced in France broadcast daily on M6 (30% market share!)

25 local adaptations worldwide!

Algeria (El Djazairia)
Brazil (SBT)
Cambodia (CTN)
Canada (TVA) 
Chile (Mega)
China (Youku.com)
Colombia (Caracol)
Ecuador (TeleAmazonas)
Greece (Mega)
Ireland (RTÉ)
Italy (Italia 1; RAI2)
Morocco (2M)

Myanmar (MRTV-4) 
Philippines (GMA)
Poland (TVN)
Portugal (RTP 1)
Reunion Island (Antenne 
Réunion)
Romania (Antena)
Slovakia (Markiza)
Spain (Tele Cinco)
Tunisia (Ettounsiya TV)
Turkey (Digitürk)
Vietnam (VTV3)

 More than 25 adaptations: 

Italy: 1500 episodes produced for Italia 1
Spain: feature film adaptation released in 2022  

distributed by Warner Bros Spain
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Kaamelott

Kaamelott delves into what’s hidden behind the 
bright Legend 
of  King  Arthur  and  his  Knights  of  the  Round  
Table:  the  comic  motivation  for  the  series  
relies  on  the  opposition  between  the  
grandeur of the Arthurian legend and its 
hypothetical mediocrity in  truth.  

In  other  words,  the  humoristic  interpretation  
of  the legend makes viewers dive into reality 
behind the myth.

6 seasons - 500 x 3’30’’ | 2005-2010 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: KAAMELOTT
Broadcast on M6 but also in Canada and Belgium

Holy Grail!
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A cult 6 SEASONS-SERIES!
25% market share

Feature film released in 2021
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Women!

Women!  is a situation comedy made up of 
sketches of varying lengths (from 20 seconds 
to 3 minutes) formatted to either 6 or 26 minute 
sequences.

The image of today’s woman conveyed by the 
media is icy, glamorous, polished and sensual. 
She  must  make  us  dream,  fantasize,  buy.  The  
language  assigned  to  her  is  formatted  and  
“agreed upon” by the consensus.
In a humorous light vein, Women! attempts to 
explode those codes so as better to denounce 
them.

5 seasons - 400 x 2’ | 2010-2016 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: VOUS LES FEMMES
Broadcast on TEVA and M6

Irreverent women spoof series
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A successful format:
4 seasons in Germany (Pro7 Sat.1)

 2 seasons in Italy (Italia 1)
Philippines (GMA)

Sweden (SVT)
Ukraine (TET TV)
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Soda

SODA  is  our  daily  life  viewed  by  «  high  
school  teens  »  -  funny,  sweet,  innocent  and  
full  of  imagination, but also ready to jump out 
of the window if the peanut butter jam is empty 
or if they ran out of hair gel.

Adam epitomizes that youth full of brightness! 
Those high school teens don’t need more than 
their most unlikely outfit or vocabulary and their 
wisecracks to make us cry with laughter!

4 seasons - 714 x 3’30’’ + 2 x 90’ | 2011 - 2015 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: SODA
Broadcast on M6, W9 and France TV

What’s in the head of a 17 year-old teenager 
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W9 leader on DTT channels
2,5 M viewers for SODA, leader among 

under-25 with 18,1% market share

Season 4: best audience in prime time for a 
French fiction since 2012 on M6

4,4 M viewers. 90’ episode leader among 
under-50 with 29% market share 

Biggest family comedy
success in France

12 13

Successfully adapted in 
Canada for 4 seasons



Hero Corp

Hero  Corp  is  a  superheroes  comedy  featuring  
never-ending  adventures,  with  characters  
evolving in a humorous environment. Following 
the war which broke out in the 80’s, the Hero Corp 
Agency was created in Montréal. 

The Agency? Nothing but a cluster of 
unconventional superheroes aiming at 
maintaining peace against all odds! Several 
locations of the agency are scattered all around 
the world, forming a transnational network of 
superheroes, linked by the same objectives.

5 seasons - 66 x 26’ | 2008-2017 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: HERO CORP
Broadcast on France 4 and Game One
3 comic books and a Web series 7 x 2’30’’ and 7 x 1’30’’
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Better Days

Welcome in the world of our heroin: Charlie, a 
High School teen aged 16, fond of skateboard, 
rebel and smart, a bit too much maybe for her 
environment: Her cronies? Two boys with whom 
she can dream about their free adult life, once 
they reach majority and are able to leave the fold.

All three await Better Days far from their dull 
countryside, ignoring they may be living the most 
carefree and funniest slices of their life.

2 seasons - 90 x 3’30’’ | 2017 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: DES JOURS MEILLEURS
Broadcast on France 4

All is in teenage dreams...
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Off Prime

Off Prime is a comedy series that relates the 
‘‘almost real’’ life of Virgine Efira, outside of the 
French television studios where she is a hit TV 
host. We discover a ‘‘Virginie’’ who is never afraid 
of  looking  ridiculous  and  who  often  gets  into  
uncomfortable situations, both with her friends 
and in her professional relations.

While her fans think she leads the life of a star, 
offstage Virginie is actually a rather normal person 
who shares an apartment with a small group of 
friends who are all a bit lost.

24 x 26’ | 2007 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: OFF PRIME
Broadcast on M6

Heavenly Dad

Heavenly Dad depicts the lives of an average 
‘‘extended’’ family.  

The father of two families,  a  song  writer  whose 
career  was  on  the  decline  when  still  of  this  
world,  has since passed away. He is however 
very much part of the action  and  is  still  alive  
and kicking when it comes  to  commenting -as  
a  voice  over- the daily life of  his  ex-wives and 
siblings. Cynical humour and derision are the 
explosive cocktail of this mini comedy drama.

100 x 7’ | 2004 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: DOMISILADORÉ
Broadcast on France 2
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Times are Tough

Fabrice used to own a growing architect firm of 
architects, that filed for bankruptcy because of a 
big customer’s defection. 
He falls into depression. He is 300,000 Euros in 
debt and all the efforts he makes to find a job 
seem vain. His wife Anne, who has a degree in 
journalism, hasn’t been working since the birth of 
their children, and needs to radically change her 
comfortable lifestyle and to look for work. 
By becoming Claudia’s assistant, one of her best 
friends who’s a journalist in a news channel, she 
rediscovers the tough reality of the world of work: 
“work harder to earn less“. A new situation that 
will completely turn upside down the family life.

15 x 26’ | 2013 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: C’EST LA CRISE
Broadcast on Comédie +
Performed by Anne Roumanoff and Martin Matte

Their world is falling apart...and it pampers our taste buds

My Girlfriend

Joseph (30) has just moved in with his girlfriend, 
Margaux (28). It’s his first serious relationship 
and he soon finds out that, on a daily basis, girls 
are not what he imagined them to be. Joseph 
decides to follow Margaux as she goes about 
her daily life (looking through her wardrobe, 
at her friend’s house, watching a film, having 
breakfast, at the supermarket, trying to keep her 
New Year’s resolutions, with her parents...) and 
make a kind of mini-documentary, filming her 
completely objectively in her natural habitat.

60 x 3’ + web series 15 x 1’ | 2013 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: MA MEUF
Broadcast on HD1

How do I look in my boyfriend’s eyes?
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Far from Home

In 2012, war is coming to an end in Afghanistan. 
The French soldiers on assignment in the war zone 
will finally be able to come back home. This is 
supposed to be good news for all, except maybe 
for Sergeant Dostali and his men compelled to 
extend their stay and lengthen war a bit  more:  
one young soldier of the  unit has been kidnapped  
by  the  Taliban.
While  dealing with various traffics, Sergeant 
Dostali tries to save his soldier. Will he succeed 
when trapped between Ghost, an American 
blackmailing him, and his superiors disrupting his 
plans?

10 x 26’ or 5 x 52’ | 2016 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: LOIN DE CHEZ NOUS 
Broadcast in September 2016 on France 4 and Netflix

The end has no end...
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Chefs

Each year, the Chef, a sacred name and a monster 
in French gastronomy, saves a job in his brigade 
for a young delinquent on probation, giving a 
hand to an ex-convict in fond memory of his own 
youth’s mistakes. 
Romain, a 25 year-old locksmith whose sentence 
has been reduced landing in the restaurant Le 
Paris, speeds up the destiny of a brigade in full 
turmoil.
This is the story of his struggle to belong, his rite 
of passage towards a lightening  rise to success. 
Among betrayals, conspiracies, family conflicts, 
thwarted loves, the Chef won’t be left unscathed.

2 seasons - 5 x 52’ | 2016 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: CHEFS
Broadcast on  France 2
Format rights available

Revenge is a dish best served cold
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All Against Her 1 x 90’ | 2019 | HD

Hélène (Astrid Whettnall) is a rich and attractive 
woman cheating on her husband Henri 
Dewallon (Patrick Timsit), a CEO with political 
ambitions. 
One afternoon, her lover accidentally dies in 
her arms. Panicking, she flees the apartment, 
forgetting her bag. The deceased’s housekeeper, 
Alice (Sophie Quinton), finds it and contacts 
Hélène. A very strange blackmail takes place 
between the two women..

ORIGINAL TITLE: TOUT CONTRE ELLE
Broadcast on Arte

A disturbing blackmail

28 29



Bloodhounds

Bloodhounds  is  an  action-packed  police  series 
in which the investigation – a  classic  “Whodunit”   
- revolves around a manhunt. The heroes of 
this  series are the members of a special unit of 
huntsmen,  who  intervene as soon as an arrest 
warrant is issued in France. Many of these warrants 
are for suspects, presumed  perpetrators or crucial 
witnesses in on-going  criminal  investigations. 
Each time, these fugitives represent the missing 
piece in a puzzle that our investigators have 
to complete in order to solve the case and 
accomplish their mission.

6 x 52’ | 2013 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: LES LIMIERS
Broadcast on France 2

More than police work: a hunt
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Paris 16

Paris 16 is a soap opera featuring Paris, in its 
most glamourous shape.
Lorène Maréchal, a young orphan  looking for 
her real dad, ends up venturing herself in the 
world and life of three wealthy Parisian families, 
the Cipriani, the Saint-Faye and the Kervadec. 
Those three families share a real Empire, 
that of Carialise, a ship owner company, run 
with no scruples but with great success. Well 
determined to trace her unknown and genuine  
father, pushed by her sincere and idealistic 
spirit, Lorène soon runs up against the Parisian 
golden youth. 

80 x 22’ | 2009 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: PARIS 16
Broadcast on M6

Under the veil of glam and secrecy...

The Final Breakaway

Can you treat a champion the same way that 
you would treat any other patient? 
Discover the story of Laurent Fignon when he 
commented on  his  last  Tour  de  France,  when  
he  should  have  been  resting  and  attending 
his first chemotherapy.

He is not afraid of dying he just does not feel like 
it. This is the story of an escape, of a fight, and 
above all, of two men: Laurent Fignon and his 
oncologist will learn to appreciate each other.

1 x 90’ | 2014 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: LA DERNIÈRE ÉCHAPPÉE
Broadcast on France 2

Based on true events
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Alive

ALIVE is not an animal documentary but a story 
about everything that lives and acts around us. 
From the tiniest life form to the largest, species 
and their actions constitute an infinite number of 
wonderful adventures in which we must take part. 
The elements are interconnected, interdependent 
and symbiotic, and there is an urgent need to tell 
the story.
The ecosystem that surrounds us is threatened by 
our way of life. The film is an attempt to reconnect 
us to our natural environment and ensure a more 
serene future. 

1 x 90’ | 2022 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: VIVANT
Broadcast on France 2
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A film also built partly thanks to the images 
sent by the enthusiasts who work for it: 

to be discovered in a 52' following ALIVE.

PRE-SALES



Legacy 1 x 100’ | 2021 | HD

Ten years after HOME, Yann Arthus-Bertrand 
returns with LEGACY, a powerful cry from the 
heart. In it, he shares a sensitive and radical 
vision of our world, which he has seen deteriorate 
over the course of a generation, and reveals 
a suffering planet, a disoriented humanity 
incapable of taking seriously the threat that 
weighs on it and on all living beings.

For the director, there is a sense of urgency: 
everyone can and must make strong gestures 
for the planet, the future of our children...

ORIGINAL TITLE: LEGACY, NOTRE HÉRITAGE
Broadcast on M6
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Egypt From Above is the first film to be shot 
exclusively from helicopter in 4K format, showing 
the marvels of this unique country. Cradle and 
heir of the first civilisations, Egypt still fascinates 
by its illustrious figures, pyramids, sarcophagus, 
and its emblematic river, The Nile. 
Meeting land between Asia, Africa and Europe, 
Egypt enjoys an exceptional geographical 
diversity that we will reveal from a new 
perspective. Egypt from Above is a geographical 
and human fresco, discovering a world shaped 
by the environment and natural resources, as 
well as facing new challenges of the modern 
age...

Egypt from Above 1 x 90’ | 2019 | HD/4K

ORIGINAL TITLE: L’ÉGYPTE VUE DU CIEL
Broadcast on France 2
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Morocco 1 x 90’ | 2017 | HD/4K

ORIGINAL TITLE: LE MAROC VU DU CIEL
Broadcast on France 2
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Morocco  is  a  high-end  premium  documentary  
of Yann Arthus-Bertrand on Morocco, shot  
exclusively from the sky. Just like  Mediterranean 
prime time in June 2014 on  France  2,  this  
documentary makes us discover that wonderful 
country from a brand new point of view, on the 
occasion of the COP22 (November 2016).

Morocco is a gigantic fresco, elaborated around 
a trip among the flagship sites of the country. 
This travel goes through history, territories and 
humanities to draw an accurate portray.
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Can we imagine a film that could change 
the way mankind looks at the animal 
kingdom? A filmthat could make mankind re-
evaluate itself? A film that is a veritable ode 
to the beauty of the world in which we live? 

This is the challenge behind this cinematic 
adventure conceived by Yann Arthus Bertrand 
and Michel Pitiot assisted by a team of 
wildlife film-makers from around the world, 
brought together for the first time to tackle a 
fundamental question : what could life be like, 
for us all together, tomorrow? 

Terra 1 x 90’ | 2015 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: TERRA
Broadcast on France 2 and Netflix
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47

Algeria from above is the first documentary 
shot of Algeria exclusively from the sky. Through 
the eyes of Yann  Arthus-Bertrand,  we  are  
introduced  to  this  grandiose  country,  its  
cultural  and  natural wealth, in entirely new 
ways. 

From the North to the South and the West to 
the East, we are shown a glimpse of an entire 
population’s daily life, whether it be in the large 
coastal cities, the mountains of the Atlas, the 
oasis of the Sahara or the soft hills of the Sahel.

Algeria from Above 1 x 90’ | 2015 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: L’ALGÉRIE VUE DU CIEL
Broadcast on France 2
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The Mediterranean is not a sea. It is a world, 
surrounded by deserts, made of high mountains 
bordered by narrow plains and estuaries.  
And  in  the  middle  of  these  lands,  is  the  
“Mediterranean”.  This  part  of  the  world  has 
been the cradle of a human civilization that 
today has a global influence.
It is also the birthplace of three major religions. 
The scene of the planet’s most notable social, 
cultural and human fracture, while being the 
world’s most densely populated region. The 
film is not concerned with a mere inventory of 
human battles and strife, but takes us on an 
aerial journey

Mediterranean 1 x 90’ | 2014 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: MÉDITERRANÉE, NOTRE MER À TOUS
Broadcast on France 2 (3,4 M viewers and 14,7% market share)
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This film reveals the mysterious and fascinating 
world of fresh water, thanks to spectacular aerial 
footage, and interviews filmed in more than 20 
countries among which some are difficult to 
access and rarely filmed, such as South Sudan 
or Northern Congo.
Engaging individuals, whether internationally 
recognized or simple front-line players, light up 
the film with their energy and enthusiasm. Their 
goal is to guarantee decent living conditions 
for the 7 billion human beings living on the 
planet today and the 10 billion who will live on 
it  tomorrow.

A Thirsty World 1 x 90’ | 2012 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: LA SOIF DU MONDE
Broadcast on France 2
A film represented during the World Water Forum 2012 in Marseille
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Planet  Ocean  is  a  plea  for  humanity  to  
respect  the  world  in  which  we  live  in.  Thanks 
to its astonishing aerial photography signed by 
the award - winner photograph and director, 
Yann Arthus-Bertrand, and award winners 
underwater cameramen, the film takes us on a 
magnificent and unprecedented journey into 
the heart of the least known regions of our 
planet.

Planet Ocean 1 x 90’ | 2012 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: PLANÈTE OCÉAN
Broadcast on France 2
Winner of best cinematography at Blue Ocean Film Festival
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While traveling through Bangladesh, from the 
Southern Bengal’s bay to the “Chars”-those 
Northern  precarious  Islands-,  through Dacca  
or Chittagong -the largest  Graveyard  in  the  
world-, this short documentary directed by 
Yann Arthus-Bertrand features the country’s 
crucial fight against climate change.

It is the largest delta in the world... And it is 
a country. Its name is Bangladesh. Almost 
three hundred watercourses pass through 
Bangladesh.

Bangladesh 1 x 30’ | 2015 | HD

ORIGINAL TITLE: BANGLADESH
Broadcast on RMC Découverte
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